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The Use of "Old English" Style Plate Letters
"I" and "J"

— One Interpretation —

by ROBERT J. LINDESMITH

S
 EVERAL years ago I tried to make sense out of why my

collection contained plate letters A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H,
I, J, K, L, & M of Alabama $1 notes, Cr. 1. "1ST SERIES"

At that time, I made a tracing of "E'; "I" and "J" from some
reference source. It was not of much help as it only indicated
that J.T. Paterson & Co. of Augusta, Ga. used a slightly different
style of "Old English" letters. Evidently, a lack of spare time
made me put this project aside for future reference.

to make an identification could explain why J.T. Paterson & Co.
did not use the Old English style "I" and "J" on the same sheet.
Along this same line, I note that the North Carolina $1 Cr. 89
note in my collection has an identical plate letter "I". This
would suggest that Cr. 89 with a plate letter "J" does not exist.
As a second illustration, I find that North Carolina Cr. 131, 132
and 133 have a plate letter "J". A very similar "I" to that found on
the Alabama note is turned upside down to make an "L"

While I have all the plate
letters for the "1ST SERIES" and
"2ND SERIES" Alabama $1
notes, I do not have all the
plate letters of North Carolina
Cr. 89, 131, 132 and 133. How-
ever, I do believe the notes I
have will back up my observa-
tions. In any event, I'm certain
that the illustration of the three
Alabama $1 notes will make it
a great deal easier to make
sense out of the listing of "Old
English" plate letters "I" and "J"

FIRST REPORT OF "I" ERROR

Since writing the preceding, I
have had a chance to check a

As it is evident that the sheet ?,
contained 12 notes and that the
money-making concerns of the
South made a point of not ;i1-̀ '
using the Old English style "I" f,

and "J" on the same sheet, it was %
logical that there had to be a
different answer.

A study of several notes with
the same plate letter revealed
that the plate letter varies in
position on the notes. This
would indicate that the plate
letters were added to the sheet
in a second operation. Thus it
is possible that someone failed
to turn the "I" stamp upside down in order to make an "L" This
would explain the rarity of the "I" variety. I have examined over
one hundred $1 notes in the 1st and 2nd Series and have yet to
find a duplicate.

In my early study I had the impression that if a collector had
only the plate letter "I" note there would be a problem in
determining whether it was "I" or"J" The fact that it was not easy

Plate letter "L"

reference guide I made on Alabama obsolete notes some 25
years ago. I discovered that the section on Southern State Notes
contains three very interesting entries. The first shows that John
E. Morse reported the "I" error variety back in 1923 (Bradbeer
1—not 10):
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Alabama $1, Cr. 1, first series, plate letter "I" from an inverted "L."

Alabama $1, Cr. 1, first series, plate letter "L."

ERROR ON STATE OF ALABAMA $1 NOTE.

John E. Morse, of Hadley, Mass., sends a specimen of the $1 State
of Alabama note, dated January 1, 1863 (Bradbeer No. 10), with the
serial letter "L" inverted. The serial letters on these notes are in Old
English type nearly a half inch in height, and for this reason the
error is noticeable at a glance. Mr. Morse says he has handled many
of these notes and this is the first time he has noticed the error.

JULY 1923 THE NUMISMATIST Page 298

This small entry was evidently overlooked in the 1888-1938 "An
Index To The Numismatist!' The following two entries would sug-
gest that The United States Coin Co. Inc., Lot 471 of their June 5th,
1917 auction contained the "I" Plate letter:

Lot 192 Alabama January 1st 1863. $1 State House. First series.
Letters A. to M. except I. Unc. 12 pieces.

Auction The United States Coin Co., Inc. New York June 29, 1914

Lot 471 $1 State Capitol. Set A. to M. 1st series. B. 1. Extremely
fine. 13 pcs.

Auction The United States Coin Co., Inc. New York June 5th, 1917

From the choice condition of the notes in the above two lots,
one could speculate that they represented the top condition
notes from a rather large hoard of $1 notes that survived from
the Civil War period. I only mention this as I acquired a lot of
60 well-circulated $1 first series notes from a March 1955
Schulman Auction sale. They could represent the remains from
this particular hoard. Unfortunately, I did not make a record of
where I acquired the Plate letter "I" note. ■
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